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Problem Set 7: Lase “R” Us

Opener

1. Imagine a 1-by-1 square room with mirrors on its walls. One corner FYI, a lattice point has
integer coordinates. The
lines drawn on grid paper
at integer values are lattice
lines. A lettuce point is at
the beginning of each lunch
table.

of the room is at the origin and the other is at (1, 1). Joseph fires a
laser beam starting at the origin, pointing toward the lattice point
(3, 4). Will the laser beam ever reach a corner and if so, which one
does it reach first?

For some reason we have a
hankering for a hot pretzel
right now. Mmm, pretzel.

(3, 4)

(1, 1)

2. How long is the total path of the laser beam?

Important Stuff

3. Consider a 121-by-38 rectangle. Keep chopping off the
largest square possible until nothing is left.
a. How many squares did you chop off in each phase?
b. Write the continued fraction for 121

38 .
c. What is the GCD of 121 and 38?

4. A golden rectangle is defined so that if you cut off a square, Golden rectangles are
manufactured at the Coors
bottling plant.

it leaves a scaled copy of the original golden rectangle.

The ratio of one side to the other is φ, the golden ratio.
Suppose a golden rectangle has lengthm and width n.
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a. If m and n are integers, explain why the square-
chopping procedure applied to them-by-n rectangle
must eventually stop.

b. If we apply the square-chopping procedure to a
golden rectangle, the procedure will never end. Ex-
plain why. An irrational number could

do anything at a moment’s
notice, but is also a real
number that can’t be written
as a ratio of two integers.

c. Use these arguments to prove that φ must be an
irrational number.

5. It’s time for Reflecting In Practice! In a regular hexagon
of side length 8 inches, Stephanie fires a laser as shown
below. What happens?

8

2 2

6

6. An isosceles right triangle has longest side 8 inches. Two Boy, Germany sure crushed
Brazil in the World Cup. If
only the Germans had a
word for taking pleasure in
the misfortunes of others.

inches from the top, Annemarie fires a laser perpendicu-
lar to the hypotenuse as shown above. What happens?

7. In a regular octagon of side length 8 inches, Donna fires
a laser from point A toward point B. Both A and B are 2
inches away from the nearest vertex. What happens?

What’s Rhonda’s favorite
type of Pink Floyd show?

8

A

B

C

2

2
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8. Make your own laser-mirror-bouncy polygon problem
to complete today’s Reflecting In Practice. I guess it’s over. RIP.

Neat Stuff

9. Repeat Problem 1 for a laser beam pointed at (3, 7). Look FIRE THE LASER!

for some connections to earlier work.

10. Repeat Problem 1 for a laser beam pointed at (9, 12).
What happens?

11. Follow a laser beam’s path from (0, 0) to (7, 3) in the style
of Set 6’s opener. When the laser crosses a horizontal
lattice line, write down a 1. When it crosses a vertical
lattice line, write down a 0. If it hits both vertical and
horizontal lattice lines at the same time (at a lattice point),
write down a ∗. At the end, you should have a string of
1s, 0s, and ∗s that shows the order of how the laser beam
encountered the lattice lines.

12. Repeat Problem 11 for each destination point. Look for
patterns and potential connections to the openers from
this week. What’s Lauren’s favorite

type of eye surgery?

a. (3, 7)
b. (12, 28)

c. (3, 4)
d. (7, 4)

13. Suppose a and b are relatively prime positive integers.
In how many places will a straight path from (0, 0) with
slope b

a
cross a lattice line before hitting the point (a,b)?

14. Anaïs notices that in Problem 7 there was point C and
it wasn’t used. So she fires a laser from point A toward
point C, which is also 2 inches away from the nearest
vertex. What happens? Pretty!

15. a. Revisit Problem 1 from Set 5, but now make Mike’s
room 1/3 units long and 1/7 units wide. This looks like a job for the

World’s Greatest Common
Divisor!

b. Do it again for a room that is 1/3 units long and 1/4
units wide.

c. Explore what happens for rooms of size m-by-n,
wherem and n are any positive rational numbers.
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16. a. Find the continued fraction for
√

2. Adam’s been waiting for this
problem for as many as 12
hours.b. Find the continued fraction for

√
3.

c. Find the continued fraction for
√

4.
d. Find the continued fraction for

√
5.

e. Find the continued fraction for
√

10.

17. Kyle decides to fire a laser from (0, 0) with slope
√

2. What’s Mimi’s favorite
Plymouth coupe?a. What is the first lattice point the laser beam hits?

Hmm.
b. Use the method of Problem 11 to generate a list of 1s

and 0s for this. Notice anything?
c. Find a few points that the laser comes really, really

close to hitting. Closer! Closer!

18. Suppose a and b are irrational numbers so that Try a =
√

2 for one,
but there are plenty of
possibilities.1

a
+

1
b
= 1

Make a list of the multiples of a and b as decimals. Notice
anything? Try to prove what you find.

19. How many squares are visible on a chessboard? What’s Raymond’s favorite
type of chess?

Tough Stuff

20. a. How many rectangles are visible on a chessboard?
b. How many rectangles can be formed using the

vertices on a chessboard?

21. What’s interesting about the fraction 100
9899? Can you find

any other super-interesting fraction friends? Fractions are friends, not
food.

22. Find the continued fraction for e, that weird number
that’s like 2.7 or something.

23. Find the continued fraction for 3
√

2.
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